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Q1Ab initio surface properties of Ag–Sn alloys:
implications for lead-free soldering†

Gabriele Saleh, *a Xu Chenb and Stefano Sanvitoa

Ag and Sn are the major components of solder alloys adopted to assemble printed circuit boards. The

qualities that make them the alloys of choice for the modern electronic industry are related to their

physical and chemical properties. For corrosion resistance and solderability, surface properties are

particularly important. Yet, atomic-level information about the surfaces of these alloys is not known.

Here we fill this gap by presenting an extensive ab initio investigation of composition, energetics,

structure and reactivity of Ag–Sn alloy surfaces. The structure and stability of various surfaces is evalu-

ated, and the main factors determining the energetics of surface formation are uncovered. Oxygen and

sulphur chemisorptions are studied and discussed in the framework of corrosion tendency, an important

issue for printed circuit boards. Adsorption energy trends are rationalized based on the analysis of struc-

tural and electronic features.

1. Introduction

Silver and tin have constituted the major components of alloys
used for assembling Printed Circuit Boards (PCBs), ever since
many countries severely restricted the use of lead due to its
toxicity.1,2 In particular, Ag–Sn alloys, in combination with
small amounts (o1%) of other metals such as copper, are
employed as so-called lead-free solders to join the electrical
components to the PCB. Moreover, both immersion Sn (ImSn)
and immersion Ag (ImAg) are preferred and widely used PCB
surface finishes to protect copper pads, vials and traces from
corrosion and improve their solderability. However, both ImSn
and ImAg finishes have their own strength and weakness,
which may be overcome by using Sn–Ag as a PCB surface finish.
The most relevant properties of Ag–Sn that have made them the
alloys of choice to replace previously adopted Sn–Pb alloys are:
low cost, suitable melting point, excellent solderability, high
tensile and shear strength, and good corrosion resistance.† The
latter represents a particularly important issue as many appli-
cations require PCBs to be exposed to air pollution. Corrosion-
related failures are then not uncommon and represent an
important economic burden for the electronic industry.

The Ag–Sn phase diagram displays two Ag-rich phases (the e
and z phases, whose stoichiometries roughly correspond to

Ag3Sn and Ag4Sn, respectively) and a solubility of up to about
10% of Sn in the fcc-Ag lattice at room temperature. No stable
phases exist on the Sn-rich side of the diagram, and the solubility
of Ag in Sn is almost zero. The eutectic point lies at Ag0.04Sn0.96,
and the corresponding solid is composed of Ag3Sn dispersed in
the Sn matrix. Commonly adopted solders have an Ag/Sn ratio
close to the eutectic composition. Rapid cooling of the melt
produces finely dispersed (lamellar) Ag3Sn, while slow cooling
leads to macroscopic Ag3Sn aggregates.3 The latter influences the
mechanical properties and corrosion resistance of the alloy.
Indeed, it was shown that the flash-cooled Sn0.965Ag0.3Cu0.05

solder does not corrode when exposed to humid air, due to the
formation of a protective SnOx passivation layer.† In contrast,
sizeable corrosion was observed when Ag3Sn aggregates are
exposed on the solder surface. The mechanism of such a corro-
sion phenomenon is not clear, but it was allegedly attributed to a
galvanic process, similar to what occurs to Ag–Sn alloys in NaCl
solution.4,5 Noticeably, it was also inferred that Ag3Sn crystals in
the abovementioned solders decompose into a Ag + SnOx mixture
upon air exposure. Studies on corrosion in pure Ag3Sn, where
galvanic corrosion can be ruled out, are not available in the
literature to the best of our knowledge. Pure and Sn-doped Ag
exposed to air tarnish and form Ag2S due to a reaction with H2S.6

Alloys with a higher Sn content (13.5 and 15%, z phase) are
significantly more resistant to corrosion, allegedly due to SnO2

passivation.6 The high reactivity of Ag towards reduced sulphur
compounds is particularly problematic to the electronic industry.
Conversely, Sn displays a high resistance towards those com-
pounds, which is beneficial for the electronic industry.

Composition, structure and reactivity of surfaces determine
several of the key properties of the alloys adopted in PCBs, most
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obviously their corrosion resistance and solderability. An
atomic-level understanding of those surface features represents
a fundamental starting point for the rational design of alloys
with superior properties. Nonetheless, to date this information
has not been known for Ag–Sn alloys.

The present work aims at filling this gap by presenting a
thorough ab initio investigation of the Ag–Sn surfaces. We
systematically explore the surface energy of all low-index sur-
faces in order to determine those that are most likely to form in
a real sample. For the most relevant surfaces, we evaluate and
provide a rationale for the chemisorption energy of oxygen and
sulphur, thereby estimating the tendency of alloys to undergo
corrosion. In fact, direct corrosion is a complex process that
generally proceeds through the following steps: (i) physisorp-
tion of molecules, (ii) dissociation and chemisorption of mole-
cules, (iii) diffusion of corroding agents (O and S) below the
surface, (iv) formation and thickening of the oxide/sulphide
layer.7 The chemisorption of oxygen and sulphur represents a
key step in the corrosion process: low adsorption energies hint
towards a small thermodynamic driving force for the formation
of oxide/sulphide corrosion layers. As for the surface molecular
dissociation, the associated kinetic barrier is known to be
proportional to the energy of the final state, namely the
chemisorption energy.8,9 Thus, O and S adsorption energies
represent a good proxy for the tendency to corrosion. Here we
have studied, besides pure fcc-Ag and b-Sn (that is the most
stable tin phase under ambient conditions), both the e and z
phases. For the latter, which has Sn atoms randomly distrib-
uted at Ag sites, we investigated their preferential distribution
in both bulk and surfaces. We have also included in our study a
metastable AgSn2 compound (taken from the AFLOW library10)
as a model for a Sn-rich alloy.

2. Theory and methods

All the calculations were carried out with the VASP code11

(based on Density Functional Theory, DFT), adopting the
Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) functional12 in the framework
of the all-electron projector augmented wave (PAW) method.13

The plane wave kinetic energy cutoff was set to 700 eV and the
reciprocal space was sampled through a uniform, G-centered
grid with 0.20/2p Å�1 point spacing.

Surfaces were simulated by cutting the crystal structure
along a given (hkl) crystallographic plane and separating the
periodic images of the resulting slabs by a 17 Å vacuum layer. In
each case, we made sure that the two exposed facets were
symmetry-equivalent. For such slabs, the surface energy (T = 0
K) is defined as:14,15

ghkl ¼
1

2A
Eslab �NEbulk �

Xexc:
i

NiDmi

 !
(1)

where A, N and Eslab are respectively the surface area, the
number of atoms, and the energy of a unit cell of the slab,
and Ebulk is the energy per atom of the bulk crystal. The last
term of eqn (1) accounts for an excess on the surface of Ni

atoms of a given species i, with respect to the bulk stoichio-
metry. Dmi is the difference between Ebulk of the alloy and the

chemical potential of the species i in the alloy AnB, mAnB
i . The

latter is generally not known, but for a stable alloy it is bounded
between two values (for an alloy AnB),14

E
pure
A þ

DHform
AnB

n
� mAnB

A � E
pure
A (2)

where Epure
A is the energy per atom for the pure A crystal, and

DHform
AnB

is the formation enthalpy of the AnB alloy. We adopted

eqn (1) and (2) in calculating the surface energy as we con-
sidered, for a given hkl surface, all possible terminations. These
include the non-stoichiometric ones that would form by
exchanging atoms with the bulk, which acts as an external
reservoir.‡ For the sake of conciseness, we report in this work

the surface energies obtained by setting mAnB
i exactly in between

the two extremes of eqn (2). The full surface energy ranges for
each surface are reported in Tables S1 and S2 (ESI†). It is worth
mentioning that those ranges never exceed 2.5 and 1.2 meV Å�2

in Ag3Sn and AgSn2, respectively. Note that the formation
enthalpies were calculated with respect to b-Sn, that is the
most stable tin allotrope at ambient temperature and under the
PCB operative conditions (but not at T o 250 K, where a-Sn is
more stable), and that eqn (2) is applied to (metastable) AgSn2

as well.
Surface energies calculated by extracting Ebulk directly from

bulk calculations incorporate a non-negligible error.15 This is
related to the way the k-point net is generated, and it results in
surface energies not converging as the slab thickness increases.
The most accurate workaround was introduced by Fiorentini
and Methfessel,16 and consists in obtaining a bulk energy for
each hkl slab from a linear fit of Eslab vs. slab-thickness. This
method (referred to as ‘FM’ hereinafter), however, increases the
computational cost of the surface energy determination by
almost one order of magnitude. We applied it to the most
stable surfaces of each system, while for a qualitative ranking of
the surface energies we extracted Ebulk from bulk calculations
(‘direct’ method). The slab thicknesses were about 20 Å for the
direct method, while for the FM method we fitted the bulk
energy on 4–7 points corresponding to slabs of thicknesses in
the 30–40 Å range (number of points and maximum thickness
chosen so as to have convergence in ghkl). For Ag4Sn (hcp metal)
and pure Ag, only the most stable surface was considered (001
and 111, respectively17). The ab initio surface energies of b-Sn
have been reported previously,18 and we included in our study
the five most stable (hkl) orientations. For AgSn2, we considered
those (khl) surfaces where h, k and l were 0 or 1, plus the (121)
surface as a visual inspection suggested it to have a low number
of dangling bonds (and indeed it turned out to be quite low in
energy, see Table S2, ESI†). For Ag3Sn, given its importance in
PCBs, we performed a thorough surface study by including all
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‡ This is because, for a macroscopic crystal, the number of surface exposed atoms
is negligible compared to the number of bulk atoms. For example, it can be easily
demonstrated that for a spherical Ag particle whose radius is as small as 1 mm,
only 0.04% of atoms are located on the surface.
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low-index surfaces plus all the surfaces known to be energeti-
cally low for hexagonal systems: 2 prismatic, 2 basal, 2 pyr-
amidal and 2 twinning. Note that, in the Pmmn space group of
Ag3Sn, there are 2 symmetry-independent crystallographic
planes for each of the 8 surfaces just listed, and we included
them all in our study.

The oxygen and sulphur adsorption energies were
determined as:

Eads
O2
¼ � EO2=slab � Eslab � EO2

� �
; (3a)

Eads
S2
¼ � ES2=slab � Eslab � 1=4ES8

� �
: (3b)

Here Eslab, EO2
, and EO2/slab represent the energies of, respec-

tively, the metal slab, the free oxygen molecule (in the triplet
ground state), and that of the slab where one oxygen atom is
chemisorbed on two symmetry-equivalent sites on the two sides
of the slab. The same definition applies to the sulphur adsorp-
tion energy, except that we considered as the reactant the well-
known S8 cyclic crown-shaped molecule (octathiocane). The
adsorption sites were determined as follows. The positions of
all (under-coordinated) surface atoms in the slab were pro-
jected on a plane, Delaunay triangulation was applied, and the
initial adsorption sites were defined as the centre, edges and
vertex of each triangle. Periodic images of atoms in neighbour-
ing cells were also considered, so as to include triangles that
cross the cell boundaries. Those initial adsorption sites that lie
closer than 0.005 Å to another one, or outside the cell bound-
aries, were discarded. This procedure was carried out by means
of an in-house built fortran code.§ A slab + oxygen system was
constructed for each of those selected positions placing the O
atom 1.5 Å above the adsorption site, and the adsorbate
position was optimized (through VASP, see above). The result-
ing systems were energy ranked, and for those lower in energy
(typically within 1 eV from the most stable one) a geometry
optimization of all the atomic positions, hence including the
slab atoms, was performed. This latter stage is repeated for
sulphur, thereby assuming the energy ranking of adsorption
sites to be similar between O and S (assumption verified a

posteriori). For the relevant surfaces, we evaluated Eads
O2

and Eads
S2

at lower coverage by calculating them on a supercell of the slab
with area of at least 59 Å2; generally, no qualitative differences
between higher and lower coverage were observed (see Tables
S6 and S7, ESI†). As a final note, we mention that our Delaunay-
triangulation-based procedure turned out to be similar to the
one developed independently by Montoya et al.19

3. Results and discussion
3.1 Bulk structure of Ag–Sn Alloys

The z phase composition can range from Ag0.88Sn0.12 to
Ag0.77Sn0.23 and this phase is commonly referred to as Ag4Sn.

It is composed of an hcp-Ag matrix where Ag atoms are
disorderly substituted by Sn.20 In order to investigate the
energetics of the Sn atom distribution, we generated several
representative Ag13Sn3 hcp supercells differing by the position
of Sn atoms (see Fig. S1, ESI†). In the most stable arrangement,
Sn atoms lie far apart (Fig. 1b). Indeed, Sn–Sn contacts within
the hcp-Ag matrix induce a local strain that increases the
energy, as the Ag–Ag nearest neighbour distances in hcp are
significantly smaller than Sn–Sn in b-Sn (2.92 vs. 3.07 Å). In
general, Sn has a covalent radius larger than Ag: the insertion of
Sn in the hcp-Ag matrix induces a shift of Ag atoms away from
the Sn center (Fig. 1b).

Ag3Sn crystallizes in an orthorhombic cell (Pmmn space
group), that is in fact a distortion of a hexagonal lattice21

(Fig. 1a). The crystal system is therefore not dissimilar from
Ag4Sn, and accordingly no Sn–Sn contacts are present in Ag3Sn.
Finally, the structure of the model system AgSn2 is reported in
Fig. 1c. Our calculations reveal that this structure is less stable
than the Ag3Sn + a-Sn mixture by 11 meV per atom (at T = 0 K).

3.2 Surface energies and structures

The calculated surface energy of b-Sn is about half of that of Ag
(see Table 1), as also observed experimentally.17 Therefore, Sn-
rich surfaces are expected to be more energetically favourable
for Sn–Ag alloys, a fact that we observe in AgSn2, where the
most stable surfaces expose only Sn atoms (Fig. 2 and Table S2,
ESI†). Their surface energy is close to but lower than that of Sn
(Table 1). This confirms the expectation above, while also
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Fig. 1 Crystal structure of Ag3Sn (a), Ag4Sn (b) and AgSn2 (c). In panel (a)
the bonds are shown, highlighting the distorted hexagonal structure. In
panel (b), the nearest neighbour Ag–Sn distances (in Å) are indicated, while
the corresponding values in hcp-Ag are reported in parentheses. In this
and in the following figures, Ag and Sn atoms are colored in grey and
purple, respectively, while grey lines represent the unit cell boundaries.

Table 1 Surface energy of selected surfaces for the studied systems (most
stable terminations)

System Miller indices Surface energya (meV Å�2)

b-Sn 101b 22.4
Ag (fcc) 111b 45.8
Ag3Sn 001b 33.0
Ag3Sn 100 36.5
Ag3Sn 011 33.7
AgSn2 110b 20.2

a Calculated through the FM method, see the main text. b Most stable
surface of the corresponding element/compound.

§ For the Delaunay triangulation subroutine, we adapted a publicly available
fortran77 code written by J. Bernal from the National Institute of Standards and
Technology.
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hinting for a lower energetic penalty in cleaving the Sn–Ag
bonds compared to the Sn–Sn ones.

In Ag3Sn and Ag4Sn, the tendency of exposing Sn atoms on
the surface competes with other energetic factors. For the (001)
surface of Ag4Sn, i.e. the most stable one for hcp-Ag, we tested a
number of Sn atom arrangements, similar to what we did for
the bulk. Configurations having 25% and 50% Sn atom cover-
age (hereinafter Ag4Sn(25) and Ag4Sn(50), respectively) on the
surface are the most favourable and are close in energy (Table
S4, ESI†). Ag4Sn(25) is slightly more stable, although the energy
difference (2.4 meV per surface-atom) is small compared to the
room temperature thermal energy. This is despite the presence
of energetically unfavourable Sn–Sn contacts in Ag4Sn(50)

(Fig. 2e and f). Therefore, the surface composition in
Ag4Sn(001) results from a balance between two competing
factors: the tendency of Sn atoms to stay far apart (steric
hindrance), and that of those atoms to be on the surface (lower
Sn surface energy). Overall, our calculations predict for Ag4Sn, a
preferential accumulation of Sn atoms on the surface: Sn is
estimated to compose 25 to 50% of the surface atoms.

Selected Ag3Sn surfaces are represented in Fig. 2a–c, and the
surface energies are reported in Table 1 and Fig. S1 (ESI†). (100)
and (001) are among the lowest energy surfaces, and in a
hypothetical undistorted hexagonal Ag3Sn they would corre-
spond to the (0001) and (10�10) planes, respectively. The latter
form the two most stable surfaces for hcp pure metals,17 as they

are the most closely packed and minimize the number of
dangling bonds. The remaining low-energy surfaces are visibly
less close packed (e.g. Fig. 2c), but they all share a common
feature: a stoichiometric excess of Sn atoms (Table S1, ESI†).
These results suggest that the stability of the Ag3Sn surfaces is
determined by a trade-off between the tendency of forming
close packed surfaces, thus minimizing the number of dan-
gling bonds, and that of exposing Sn atoms, so as to avoid the
high energy penalty associated with the rupture of the Ag–Ag
bonds (see above). This hypothesis finds confirmation in the
surface energy being invariably much higher for all termina-
tions having a stoichiometric excess of Ag atoms (Table S1,
ESI†). The surface energies give us access to the most stable
form of precipitate particles (within the zero-temperature
approximation) through the Wulff construction,22,23 presented
in Fig. 3 for Ag3Sn. This has a particular relevance in light of the
paramount importance that Ag3Sn (nano)particles have in lead-
free soldering: plate-shaped particles form in Ag–Sn-based
slowly cooled solders,24 and their presence deteriorates the
mechanical properties25 and the corrosion resistance3 of
solders. Fig. 3 shows that there are at least 5 sets of facets
(100, 001, 110, 101, and 011) that dominate the particle surface,
whereas a plate-like particle would form when one surface
dominates. This result indicates that even at slow cooling rates,
kinetic effects play a fundamental role in the growth of Ag3Sn
nanoparticles.
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Fig. 2 Structures of selected surfaces in their most stable termination. (a) Ag3Sn(001), (b) Ag3Sn(100), (c) Ag3Sn(011), in two different orientations, (d)
AgSn2(110), in two different orientations, (e) the Ag4Sn(25)(001) slab, (f) the Ag4Sn(50)(001) slab. In (a) and (e), black dots identify those Ag atoms that are
kept at the geometry of pure Ag in the computational experiment described in Section 3.3 of the main text.

Fig. 3 Wulff constructQ2 ion for Ag3Sn particles.
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Concerning b-Sn, we note that our surface energy ranking
differs from that of ref. 18, even when we adopt the ‘direct’
method (and the PBE functional12) as they did. We deem our
calculations more reliable in light of the much larger basis set
we used.¶ Moreover, in passing from the ‘direct’ to the FM
method, swaps occur in the ranking among surfaces close in
energy (in Ag3Sn and AgSn2 as well, see Tables S1–S3, ESI†).
This strong sensitivity on the adopted computational approach
is not surprising, as surface energy calculations from metal
slabs involve energy differences in the order of meV per atom,
i.e. well below the accuracy of commonly adopted computa-
tional approaches such as DFT. In light of this result, we
conclude that differences on the order of 1% in surface
energies should be regarded as non-significant.

3.3 Oxygen and sulphur adsorption energies

In this section we present the O adsorption energies (Eads
O2

,

eqn (3)) and we rationalize them by analyzing the structural and
electronic features of the adsorbate–surface bonds. Then we

discuss the differences between Eads
O2

and Eads
S2

in the framework

of corrosion tendency. We place a special emphasis on how the
binding energies change with the bulk and surface composi-
tion, as the strategy of tuning technologically relevant proper-
ties such as corrosion resistance by alloying is of central
importance for the electronic industry and for materials design
in general. We consider the following surfaces, in their most
stable termination: b-Sn(100), Ag(111), AgSn2(110), AgSn2(100),
Ag3Sn(001), Ag4Sn(25)(001), Ag4Sn(50)(001). Moreover, we
included in our study the non-close-packed Ag3Sn(011) surface,
in its Sn-richest termination. A more stable termination exists
for Ag3Sn(011), but its surface energy is comparable to that
considered here (35.4 vs. 33.9 meV Å�2, Table S1, ESI†).

Table 2 reports Eads
O2

for the investigated surfaces, while some
relevant adsorption structures are shown in Fig. 3. For all
surfaces the most energetically favourable binding site is a
hollow position. We found that allowing surface relaxation

changes Eads
O2

by up to 1 eV (Table 2), yet it hardly alters the

ranking among the binding sites of a given surface (Table 2).
Concerning pure elements, oxygen adsorption is much more
exothermic in Sn than in Ag, in accordance with the fact that
the former readily and spontaneously forms oxide layers upon
air exposure, while Ag2O forms much more slowly under
ambient conditions.

Hollow adsorption sites in Ag–Sn alloys can be formed by
either one species only (Ag3 or Sn3 sites, see Table 2) or by a
mix of Ag and Sn atoms. The fist category comprises all the sites
of AgSn2(100), one site in Ag3Sn(001) and one in Ag4Sn(25)(001).

The values of Eads
O2

in those positions can be exploited to

examine to what extent the atoms other than those bonded to
O influence the adsorption energies. Qualitative insights can be

gained from the analysis of the charge density rearrangement
upon oxygen adsorption (an example is shown in Fig. 5). We
observe that the density changes are mostly confined within the
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Table 2 Oxygen adsorption energies Eads
O2

for selected adsorption sites on
the investigated surfaces

System Surface Sitea Eads
O2
ðeVÞ DErelax b (eV)

Ag 111 Ag3c 1.05 0.21
Sn 100 Sn3c 4.05 0.71
Sn 100 Sn3 3.38 0.54
AgSn2 110 Sn3c 3.61 0.46
AgSn2 100 Sn3c 4.01 0.69
Ag3Sn 001 Ag2Snc 1.80 0.59
Ag3Sn 001 Ag3 0.60 0.45
Ag3Sn 011 AgSn2c 2.81 1.00
Ag3Sn 011 Ag2Sn 2.14 0.55
Ag4Sn(25) 001 Ag2Snc 1.61 0.25
Ag4Sn(25) 001 Ag3 0.18 0.20
Ag4Sn(50) 001 Ag2Sn 2.14 0.81
Ag4Sn(50) 001 AgSn2c 2.45 0.79

a The 3 atoms forming the hollow sites are indicated, see Fig. 4 and 7.
b Difference in adsorption energy between the fully relaxed and frozen
slab (see Section 2). c Most stable adsorption site for the corresponding
surface.

Fig. 5 Deformation density for oxygen adsorbed onto the Ag3 site of
Ag3Sn(001). The adopted isovalue is 0.01 e Bohr�3 (yellow = positive, blue
= negative). The deformation density is defined as the difference between
the charge density distribution of the slab + oxygen system and the
superposition of the charge density distributions of the isolated slab and
the oxygen atom in a vacuum, in the same geometry as in the slab +
oxygen system.

Fig. 4 Structures of oxygen adsorbed on surfaces. (a) the Ag3Sn(001)
Ag2Sn site, (b) the Ag3Sn(001) Ag3 site, (c) the Ag4Sn(50)(001) AgSn2 site, (d)
the Ag4Sn(50)(001) Ag2Sn site. Here and in Fig. 7 the adsorption sites are
indicated by the atoms closest to the centre of the site (typically 3 atoms
for hollow positions).

¶ We adopted a 700 eV plane-wave energy cutoff while Hormann et al.’s was only
220 eV. Those authors did not report the k mesh for surfaces, but ours was fine
enough (see the ‘Theory and methods’ Section) to assume that no significant
changes would occur in further increasing the number of k-points.
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metal atoms forming the adsorption site, hinting at a negligible
interaction between oxygen and the remaining metal atoms.
Therefore, the atoms surrounding the oxygen binding site may
only affect the adsorption energies through an indirect influ-
ence on the atoms bonded to oxygen. Moving to our quantita-

tive results, we observe that Eads
O2

in AgSn2 is close to that of Sn,

although variations are observed depending on the surface
orientation and binding site. This suggests that oxygen binding
at Sn3 sites is weakly dependent on the environment. Conver-

sely, Ag3 sites in Ag–Sn alloys display Eads
O2

values significantly

lower than that of pure Ag. Adsorption sites formed by both Ag

and Sn display Eads
O2

values in between those of pure elements,

as expected.
The first step to rationalize the results presented in the

paragraph above is investigating the origin of the difference in

Eads
O2

of Ag3 hollow sites between Ag and Ag–Sn alloys. Two

factors may lead to such a difference: structural and/or electro-
nic. Structural effects refer to the geometry of atoms forming
the (hollow) binding site and to the ability of a given surface to
rearrange upon O adsorption. Instead, by ‘electronic effects’ we
designate the influence of the identity of the atoms surround-
ing silver on its bond with oxygen; in other words, this term is
used to indicate a lower oxygen binding ability of the Ag3 site
due to changes in the band structure caused by Sn alloying. In
order to disentangle these two factors, we performed the
following computational experiment. In Ag3Sn(001) and

Ag4Sn(25)(001) we moved the 3 Ag atoms forming the Ag3 hollow
site so as to have Ag–Ag distances and AgÂgAg angles as in the
clean Ag surface (Fig. 2). We then optimized the slab geometry
while keeping the positions of those three Ag atoms frozen.8 In

the final step, a new adsorption energy E
0ads
O2

is determined by

optimizing the oxygen position on the Ag3 site while keeping
the slab geometry frozen. This last step in the oxygen adsorp-
tion on the frozen slab is performed on pure Ag as well, in its

clean slab geometry. Similar E
0ads
O2

values among Ag3Sn,

Ag4Sn(25) and pure Ag would indicate that the differences in

Eads
O2

of Ag3 sites (Table 2) are due to structural effects. This is

not the case: the values of E
0ads
O2

in Ag3Sn and Ag4Sn(25) (0.12 and

0.09 eV per molecule, respectively) are much lower than in pure
Ag (0.96 eV per molecule). Therefore, the origin of the differ-
ences in adsorption energies on Ag3 sites is to be sought in the
electronic structure. For that purpose, we analyzed the density
of states (DOS) of the slab-oxygen systems of Ag3Sn, Ag4Sn(25)

and pure Ag. First we observe the presence in the DOS of two
main peaks relative to O–Ag hybridization: one at the bottom of
the Ag d-band and the other in between the top of the d-band
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Fig. 6 p-DOS and partial charge density for Ag3 adsorption sites. Panels (a), (b) and (c) are the p-DOS of Ag(111), Ag3Sn(001) and Ag4Sn(25)(001),
respectively; red, blue and green lines are respectively the DOS projection onto oxygen, the Ag atom bound to it, and a free surface Ag atom. Note that
the metal atom positions were kept frozen at the geometries of the clean slabs, in order to single out electronic effects. The charge density distribution (e
Bohr�3) of Ag3Sn relative to the high (low) O–Ag energy peak is reported in (d and e) in a plane containing the Ag–O interatomic axis. Green numbers
indicate the centre of the d-band (surface Ag). Red numbers report the centre of bonding (lower) and antibonding (upper) oxygen-projected states. The
integration of the oxygen contribution was carried out from the bottom of the d-band (where it vanishes) to 0.5 eV above the Fermi level. The energy
level adopted as boundary between the energy ranges assigned to bonding and antibonding states is indicated by a red arrow on the energy scale of each
system.

8 Note that to perform the computational experiment we had to adsorb the O
atom on one side of the slab only, and we multiplied the value by 2 to compare it
with other Eads

O2 values. This will introduce a small error due to the created dipole,
but it does not affect our conclusions as they are based on qualitative
considerations.
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and the Fermi level. These correspond respectively to (mostly)
bonding and antibonding states (Fig. 6d and e) in agreement
with the well-known Hammer–Nøsrkov26 model. The latter also
establishes that the lower is the energy of the d-band centre with
respect to the Fermi level, the more metal–adsorbate antibonding
states are filled, hence the weaker is the metal–adsorbate bond.
The d-band centre of silver and the Ag–O antibonding states shift
to lower energies in passing from Ag to Ag–Sn alloys (Fig. 6).
However, the differences between Ag3Sn and Ag4Sn are only

marginal in spite of the significant disparity in Eads
O2

. Therefore,

we conclude that the lower Eads
O2

of Ag3 sites in Ag–Sn alloys

compared to those in pure Ag is to be traced back to the Sn-
induced d-band centre lowering of Ag. In contrast, the differences
among the various Ag–Sn alloys are affected by the adsorption
site geometry or by other fine details of the electronic structure,
such as the energetics of the metal-to-oxygen charge transfer.

We rationalize Eads
O2

for mixed Ag–Sn sites by considering the
recently proposed ‘‘surface mixing rule’’.27 The latter states that the
adsorption energy of a given alloy surface binding site can be
approximated by the weighted average of the values of the forming
elements. Applying such a rule as it is would lead to significant

discrepancies between the predicted and calculated Eads
O2

values

(Table S5, ESI†). However, if we replace the value of pure Ag with
that of the Ag3 site in the alloy considered, the surface mixing rule
results to be fairly successful in predicting the binding energies
(Table S5, ESI†). Ag4Sn(50) results anyway in having important
deviations that can be traced back to the strain caused by Sn
accumulation on the surface. Oxygen-bonded atoms tend to move
along the surface plane upon oxygen adsorption; on close-packed
surfaces, they typically drift away from the adsorbate,28 and the
entire surface rearranges consequently. In Ag4Sn(50), such a displa-
cement would shorten the Ag–Sn and Sn–Sn distances, thus increas-
ing the strain even further (Section 3.2) and is therefore energetically
unfavourable. As a result, in both Ag2Sn and AgSn2 adsorption sites,
one Sn atom buckles out of the surface upon O adsorption (Fig. 4c
and d), indicating a different mechanism of surface rearrangement
with respect to the other investigated surfaces.

Compared to oxygen, sulphur has a lower affinity for Sn
surfaces (Table 3), in agreement with the observed formation of
SnOx when tin alloys are exposed to a gas mixture containing
both sulphur and oxygen.6 Conversely, Ag displays similar O

and S adsorption energies. Note that these Eads
O2

and Eads
S2

values

follow the same trend of bulk sulphide and oxide formation:29

the formation enthalpy of Ag2O (SnO2) is comparable to (greater
than) that of Ag2S (SnS2). Yet, silver oxides do not grow upon air
exposure, while Ag2S readily forms when Ag is exposed to H2S-
containing air.6 Therefore, the silver tarnishing process must
be more involved than what gleaned from adsorption energies
alone. For example, it may depend on the ability of silver to
diffuse through the oxide or sulphide layers in order to allow
the layer to grow once formed,30 or it can be the result of
reactions involving several gas-phase molecules (a more likely
scenario), as discussed at the end of this section.

Sulphur adsorbs on Ag–Sn alloys less favourably than oxygen

(Table 3). For Sn3 and Ag3 sites the Eads
S2

values follow the same

trends as for Eads
O2

. That is, for Ag3 sites the adsorption energies are

lower than in pure Ag due to the Sn-induced d-band lowering, while

Sn3 sites display similar Eads
S2

values between b-Sn and AgSn2. The

main difference with respect to oxygen concerns the Ag–Sn mixed
adsorption sites, as the corresponding sulphur adsorption energies
are lower than or equal to those of Ag3 sites, hence defying the
‘surface mixing rule’.27 The (011) surface of Ag3Sn represents an

exception, as it features comparatively much higher Eads
S2

values, that

lie in between those of Sn and Ag pure metals (see also Table S7,
ESI†). The origin of this difference can be understood by inspecting
the sulphur adsorption geometries (Fig. 7). Unlike other surfaces,
Ag3Sn(011) significantly rearranges upon sulphur adsorption. As a
result, sulphur binds at four-atom sites, having metal–S–metal
angles lower than in the other surfaces and comparable to that of
oxygen (compare Fig. 7a to Fig. 7b, c and Fig. 7 to Fig. 5). Note that a
similar rearrangement takes place as well upon oxygen adsorption
at the AgSn2 site of Ag3Sn(011) (Fig. S3, ESI†), but in the case of
oxygen the adsorption site remains unchanged. These rearrange-
ments are important for attaining the observed high adsorption
energies, especially for sulphur: indeed, among Ag–Sn alloy surfaces,
Ag3Sn(011) is the one that displays the highest energy gain upon
surface relaxation.

In order to rationalize these trends in Eads
S2

, we take into
account the following surface structural features: (i) Ag3Sn(011)
is the only loosely-packed surface among those investigated, (ii)
the crystal structures – and hence the geometry of hollow
binding sites – of Ag3Sn and Ag4Sn alloys are essentially
determined by the hcp-Ag lattice (see Section 3.1),** (iii) the
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Table 3 Sulphur adsorption energies Eads
S2

for selected adsorption sites on
the investigated surfaces

System Surface Sitea Eads
S2
ðeVÞ DErelax b (eV)

Ag 111 Ag3c 1.16 0.13
Sn 100 Sn3c 1.30d 0.60
Sn 100 Sn3 1.04 0.63
AgSn2 110 Sn3c 1.16 0.48
AgSn2 100 Sn3c 1.30 0.50
Ag3Sn 001 Ag2Snc 0.52 0.45
Ag3Sn 001 Ag3 0.56 0.33
Ag3Sn 011 AgSn3c 1.45 0.64
Ag3Sn 011 AgSn3 1.15 0.75
Ag4Sn(25) 001 Ag2Snc 0.48 0.17
Ag4Sn(25) 001 Ag3 0.15 0.13
Ag4Sn(50) 001 Ag2Snc 0.54 0.47
Ag4Sn(50) 001 AgSn2 0.14 0.32

a The 3 atoms forming the hollow sites are indicated, see Fig. 4 and 7.
For Ag3Sn(011), the atoms within a distance of 2.8 Å from the S atom are
indicated. b Difference in adsorption energy between the fully relaxed
and frozen slab (see Section 2). c Most stable adsorption site for the
corresponding surface. d Note that for Sn(100), unlike other surfaces,
Eads
S2

grows significantly upon lowering the coverage (2.02 eV for a 2 � 2
supercell, see Table S6, ESI).

** This can be gleaned by considering the area of the triangles defined by the 3
atoms forming the hollow adsorption site. We provide some representative
values: 3.78, 3.72, 3.69, 3.72 and 4.79 Å2 for Ag3Sn(001) (most stable Ag2Sn
binding site), Ag4Sn(50)(001) (most stable AgSn2 binding site), hcp-Ag (0001),
Ag(111) and Sn(100), respectively.
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covalent radius of Sn (b-Sn) is greater than that of Ag (hcp-Ag),
as shown in Section 3.1; indeed Sn–adsorbate bond lengths are
generally greater than those of Ag. When considered together,
features (ii) and (iii) imply that the presence of Sn in the hollow
adsorption sites causes a steric hindrance and makes them less
accessible by adsorbates. Given that sulphur is bigger than
oxygen (ionic radii:31 1.84 vs. 1.35 Å), it experiences a greater
repulsion and cannot bind effectively to Sn-containing adsorp-

tion sites, resulting in the observed low Eads
S2

values. This holds

true for close-packed surfaces: loosely-packed surfaces such as
Ag3Sn(011) leave more space for the adsorbate docking. More-
over, the loosely-bound nature of their surface metal atoms
makes them able to rearrange so as to make the sulphur
binding even more energetically favourable, while rearrange-
ments are more energetically costly for close-packed surfaces.
In order to confirm this hypothesized scenario, we evaluated
the changes in adsorption energies upon application of tensile
strain to 3 representative surfaces: Ag3Sn(100), Ag(111), and
Ag3Sn(011) (Fig. 8). It is generally known that adsorption
energies increase upon metal surface expansion (e.g. ref. 28).

This is what we observe in Ag, where Eads
S2

and Eads
O2

increase in a

similar fashion. The same increase takes place for the Ag2Sn
site of Ag3Sn(100); however, the sulphur adsorption energy
grows much more steadily than that of oxygen, thus confirming
the role of Sn in sterically hindering the binding of larger
adsorbates such as sulphur. In the loosely packed Ag3Sn(011),

the adsorption energies display only small changes, even
slightly decreasing for sulphur. This different behaviour can
be attributed to the ability of this surface to rearrange so as to
bind the adsorbate in energetically favourable positions; the
adsorption site geometry (and consequently Eads) does not
change significantly as the surface expands (Fig. S3, ESI†).
Overall, the results of Fig. 8 fully confirm the explanation
provided for the sulphur binding energies. In summary, we
have shown that the sulphur binding energy is low on Ag3Sn
and Ag4Sn alloys, and we have demonstrated that this results
from the steric hindrance caused by insertion of Sn into the
hcp-Ag lattice. The lower sulphur adsorption energies of Ag–Sn
alloys compared to pure Ag can also help in explaining the
experimental result of silver tarnishing inhibition by Sn addi-
tion, although the SnO2 passivation may also contribute to this
effect. In light of the atomistic insights gained in this study, we
speculate that surface defects such as steps and kinks will
behave similarly to loosely-packed surfaces. In fact, both sur-
face defects (steps and dislocations)32,33 and non-close-packed
surfaces34 are known to be more vulnerable to corrosion.

Another striking difference between oxygen and sulphur
follows from the results discussed above: sulphur adsorption
energies are hardly dependent on the binding site, especially
for close-packed surfaces (Table 3 and Fig. S2, ESI†). Thus, it
can be inferred that sulphur has to overcome small kinetic
barriers for moving across the surface. In fact, lower kinetic
barriers for surface displacement of sulphur with respect to
oxygen were found on nickel alloy surfaces.35 The high surface
mobility of sulphur is expected to have a number of important
implications for the corrosion process. On the one hand the
probability of recombination (and desorption) between chemi-
sorbed atoms can increase, thus resulting in a corrosion slow-
down. On the other hand, by being more mobile sulphur can
reach more easily corrosion-sensitive areas of the material,
such as surface defects, grain boundaries and loosely-packed
surfaces.

Finally, it is worth discussing the dependence of the thermo-
dynamics of chemisorption on the type of reacting molecule. In
this work, the chemisorption reactions have been considered to
occur between the metal surfaces and the pure elements
(eqn (3a) and (3b)), so as to put oxygen and sulphur results
on the same ground. However, oxidation and sulphidation can
occur from other species such as H2O and H2S,30 according to
the reactions (e.g. in the case of silver):
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Fig. 7 Adsorption geometries for sulphur. (a) Ag3Sn(001), Ag2Sn site, (b)
Ag3Sn(011), AgSn3 site, Eads

S2
¼ 1:15 eV, (c) Ag3Sn(011), AgSn3 site,

Eads
S2
¼ 1:45. The bare Ag3Sn(011) surface is reported in (d) for comparison.

Fig. 8 Changes in oxygen and sulphur adsorption energies as a function of lattice expansion. The energy changes are expressed relative to the
equilibrium geometry, i.e. as (Eeq

ads � Eads)/E
eq
ads, where Eads is the adsorption energy at a given lattice expansion, and Eeq

ads are the values at the equilibrium
lattice. The most stable adsorption site is considered in each case. The structures relative to Ag3Sn(011) are shown in Fig. S3 (ESI†).
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Agsurf + H2O - Agsurf–O + H2 (4a)

Agsurf + H2S - Agsurf–S + H2 (4b)

where ‘surf’ indicates the metal surface. Our results indicate
that these reactions are less exothermic than those between
metal and the pure elements, as H2O and H2S have greater
atomization energies than O2 and S8, respectively. However,
processes involving several molecules are possible. In particu-
lar, in the reaction proposed in ref. 36:

Agsurf + H2S + 1/2O2 - Agsurf–S + H2O, (5)

the sulphur adsorption is favoured by the lower binding energy
of H2S compared to H2O. Indeed, it can be straightforwardly
demonstrated that the chemisorption of sulphur through reac-
tion (5) is more favourable than the chemisorption from S8 by a
factor DEH2O�H2S

form , where DEH2O�H2S
form is the difference in for-

mation energy between H2O and H2S (1.56 eV per adsorbed-
atom, at the level of theory adopted in this work). This can also
help explain why Ag2S forms more easily than Ag2O, in spite of
similar chemisorption energies from elements and bulk for-
mation enthalpies.

4. Conclusions and further
perspectives

In the present work, DFT simulations are employed to investi-
gate the surface properties of Ag–Sn alloys at the atomic level.
In particular, we mainly address two points: the composition
and stability of surfaces, and the surface adsorption energies of
oxygen and sulphur. The latter is investigated and discussed in
the framework of Ag–Sn corrosion, which represents an impor-
tant issue for modern Ag–Sn applications in the electronic
industry. The importance of the chemisorption process is
twofold: it represents a proxy for the corrosion tendency, and
it is a necessary step towards more involved atomistic model-
ling of the corrosion process.

The main factors contributing to the stability of surfaces are
uncovered. As for all metals, close packed surfaces tend to be
more stable. In Ag–Sn alloys, this factor competes with the
tendency of exposing Sn atoms, which is a consequence of the
lower Sn surface energy compared to that of Ag. In the z phase,
where Sn atoms disorderly substitute Ag in an hcp lattice, a
preferential accumulation of Sn atoms on the surface is pre-
dicted. However, a full Sn coverage on surfaces, that would
minimize the surface energy, is prevented by the energetic
penalty associated with the creation of Sn–Sn contacts. Indeed,
our DFT simulations show that in Ag–Sn alloys Sn induces
strain and local distortions due to its larger size, hence Sn
atoms tend to stay separate from each other, as it also occurs in
the (ordered) e phase Ag3Sn.

The chemisorption of oxygen and sulphur on the most
stable surfaces of each of the considered alloys was studied,
systematically considering all possible binding sites. In general,
binding at the hollow sites is preferred. Both adsorbates bind
more weakly to Ag atoms in Ag–Sn alloys as compared to pure

Ag. Density of states and charge density analysis showed that
this difference is due to the Sn-induced shift of the Ag d-band
towards lower energy, in agreement with the well-known Ham-
mer–Nørskov model.26 The adsorption energies at hollow sites
formed only by Sn atoms are similar in pure Sn and Ag–Sn
alloys, indicating that the Sn ability to bind adsorbates does not
depend significantly on the identity of the surrounding atoms.
Important differences between oxygen and sulphur adsorption
emerge when hollow sites formed by both Ag and Sn are
considered. While the oxygen adsorption energies can be fairly
well approximated by the weighted average of the adsorption
energies of the elements forming the hollow binding site (sur-
face mixing rule27), sulphur adsorption energies are lower than
either those of the pure metals or all the Ag–Sn close packed
surfaces. This peculiar behaviour of sulphur was demonstrated
to result from its bigger size, which does not allow it to bind
effectively to the surface sites formed by both Sn and Ag atoms.
Implications of our results for the corrosion tendency of Ag–Sn
alloys have been discussed.

Both Sn and Ag are widely used as PCB final finishes. The
major weakness of using Sn as a PCB finish is the solderability
degradation due to Sn–Cu intermetallic formation in the multi-
ple assembly cycles, while Ag as a PCB finish suffers from
corrosion issues in environments containing sulphur com-
pounds. The Ag–Sn combination (especially a layered structure
of Sn/Ag over Cu substrate) may provide a better PCB surface
finish combining the strength of Ag and Sn as the PCB finish
potentially without inheriting the weakness from either of Sn
and Ag. The present work provides fundamental rationales for
the Sn/Ag layered structure, namely:

1. Preferential accumulation of Sn on the surface (likely
further exaggerated under ambient conditions due to the
higher tendency of tin oxide formation compared to silver
oxide formation).

2. Similar binding energy of oxygen towards Sn in pure Sn
and SnAg alloys.

3. Reduced sulphur binding energy to Ag in SnAg alloy
compared with that in pure Ag.

The above mentioned binding energies are surmised to
mirror the corrosion tendency of the materials (see Introduc-
tion). We thus expect the reaction between the corroding agents
and the layered structure (including molecular dissociation and
oxide layer formation) to proceed in the same way as for pure
tin. Indeed, in the Sn/Ag layered structure, Sn would act as an
effective protective layer preventing silver sulphidation, while
Ag will act as a barrier layer preventing Sn–Cu intermetallic
formation. Experimental work is underway to verify or refute
the effectiveness of this proposed layered structure as a PCB
finish.

Overall, the present study uncovered the atomic-level struc-
ture of Ag–Sn surfaces, not known so far, but it also conveyed
important insights about the thermodynamics of the corrosion
process. More complex studies such as molecular dynamics
simulations are needed in order to fully understand corrosion
and other important surface processes. The results presented
here may act as a springboard towards more involved
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investigations, e.g. they can be exploited to train accurate force
fields to perform mesoscale molecular dynamics simulations.
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